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About Sleepbox
Sleepbox is the global award winning capsule sleeping 
brand.  Sleepbox is a leading industry innovator, offering a 
unique, multi-layered strategy which has transformed the 
definition of hotels, whilst creating a unique experience 
within the global business, hospitality and travel platforms.
Our luxury brand of micro accommodation will aim to  
re-energise the weary and disenchanted guest by offering 
them an affordable and convenient solution when they most 
need it.

Sleepbox has a clearly defined brand; an icon of expressive 
contemporary design and boutique attention to detail,  
capturing a luxurious first class feel. Our clearly defined 
strategy is laying a clear foundation for ongoing innovation 
within the aviation, travel and hospitality industries.
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LET THE OUTSIDE IN

The Sleepbox Premier comes complete with 1 
uniquely designed window to allow the outside in. 
But when you’re ready to leave the world behind, 
simply close the privacy blinds and enjoy the  
tranquillity that is the Sleepbox Premier.

IT’S GETTING HOT IN HERE…

With the latest in climate control at the touch of 
the button the inside temperature can be set to 
your preferred temperature, ensuring your stay in 
a Sleepbox Premier is exactly to your individual 
personal taste.

SLEEPBOX PREMIER
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER SINGLE
The high end finish boasts both luxury and sophistication. 
Smooth and streamline the Sleepbox Premier is ultra-modern in 
its feel, complimented by extravagant soft furnishings and  
custom designed headboard.

The 22” flat screen TV makes the perfect companion whilst the 
integrated climate control enables you to unwind in ultimate 
comfort.

The Sleepbox Premier is designed for sleeping or relaxing, this 
laid-back minimalistic and generously proportioned Sleepbox 
offers a luxurious single bed and comes in a variety of different 
sizes and finishes.
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER SINGLE
LUXURY IN A SLEEPBOX

The Sleepbox Premier isn’t a classic Sleepbox,
it combines a rich, yet exceptional interior which oozes poise 
and grace. It’s curvaceous shape and gunmetal and vibrant 
red interior quickly entices you into the tranquil setting.

TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

The Sleepbox Premier offers a peaceful retreat, coupled with 
the latest technology. The sleek, aluminium control panel 
allows you to operate and change the settings at a touch of a 
button ensuring your stay is simply first class.

FEEL AT HOME

It’s important to us that you feel at home. Put your feet up, 
sink back and chill out in the wonderful space that is the 
Sleepbox Premier Single. The ‘Sleepbox Signature bed’ offers 
sumptuous support, whilst the 3 sided headboard offers  
excellent lumbar support whilst seated.
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Premier Single Window View
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Sizes: 2.3m/2.78m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Single sleeping space with mattress

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> 1 x single sleeping space
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard with 2 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required  
for one unit (power converters available 
on request)

SLEEPBOX PREMIER SINGLE
Standard Features
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Sleepbox Control Panel
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER DOUBLE
The high end finish boasts both luxury and sophistication. 
Smooth and streamline the Sleepbox Premier Double is  
ultra-modern in its feel, complimented by extravagant soft  
furnishings and custom designed headboard.

The luxury ‘signature’ Sleepbox double bed and 22” flat 
screen TV make the perfect companions’ whilst the  
integrated climate control enables you to unwind in  
ultimate comfort.
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER DOUBLE
LUXURY PERSONIFIED

The Sleepbox Premier Double is in a class all of its own. It’s  
unashamedly classy and luxurious all at the same time, whilst 
oozing both poise and grace. It’s curvaceous shape and  
contemporary vibrant interior all add up to a haven of tranquility.

HOME FROM HOME

The Sleepbox Premier Double offers a peaceful retreat and is  
suitable for business users, families and singletons alike. The  
Sleepbox ‘signature’ double bed invites you to kick off your shoes 
and sink back and relax.

FEEL AT HOME

It’s important to us that you feel at home when you’re enjoying all 
the wonders that the Sleepbox Premier Double has to offer.
Put your feet up, sink back and chill out in the wonderful and 
tranquil environment.
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size: 2.78m (H) x 2.5m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Double sleeping space with mattress

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> Double bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required   
for one unit (power converters available on 
request)

SLEEPBOX PREMIER DOUBLE
Standard Features
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Sleepbox Fruit bowl
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER TWIN
The high end finish boasts both luxury and sophistication. 
Smooth and streamline the Sleepbox Premier

The twin is ultra-modern in its feel, complimented by  ex-
travagant soft furnishings and custom designed headboard.

The sumptuous 2 single, Sleepbox ‘signature’ beds, coupled with 
a 22” flat screen TV makes the perfect companion whilst the 
integrated climate control enables you to unwind in ultimate 
comfort.
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Premier Twin Interior
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QUALITY IS NEVER AN ACCIDENT

The Sleepbox Premier Twin is an exceptional part of the Sleepbox 
range. Although dominant in appearance, it embraces a quiet  
elegance which brings it to life which incorporates comfort and  
function as a critical component.

BEAUTY IS A JOY FOREVER

The Sleepbox Premier Twin offers a luxury and contemporary interior 
which speaks volumes. The beautifully designed interior of soft greys 
and vibrant reds offer a welcoming and inviting environment in which 
to sit back and relax.

CHOICE IS THE ESSENCE OF LUXURY

At Sleepbox we care that you feel at home during the Sleepbox  
experience. Enjoy the tranquil setting of the Sleepbox Premier Twin.  
With it’s 2 Sleepbox ‘signature’ spacious single beds and comfortable 
designer headboard, simply put your feet up, sink back and chill out in 
the wonderful space that is the Sleepbox Premier Twin.

SLEEPBOX PREMIER TWIN
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproof body
> Sizes: 3.05m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 2 windows
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> 2 x single beds with mattresses

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Workstation and stool
> Cube style stool
> 2 x single beds
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 2 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS 

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required for one 
unit (power converters available on request)

SLEEPBOX PREMIER TWIN
Standard Features
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CUSTOMISATION 
OPTIONAL FEATURES

Choose your lock
> Biometric fingerprint systems
> Contact-less magnetic key
> Key cards
> Regular Key Locks

Designer headboards

> Leather style upholstered with  
    studded detail*

> Leather effect rectangle/square  
   quilted*

> Brushed cotton button style*

> Velvet embodied with Swarovski Crystals*

> Headboards are available in 
   1 – 3 sides

Brand your own…
> Individual colour scheme
> Corporate branding
> Variety of finishes

> Different sizes available 

Lighting
> Glowing numbers, LED backlight for   

box number

> System to show when box is vacant/  
in use

Heat control systems
> Air Conditioning

> Inflow fan (in addition to standard    
exhaust fan)

(All areas which are marked with an * come standard with the Premier, Residence & Grand Sleepbox’s)
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General Enquiries

For general enquiries,
or to speak with one of our sales

representatives please call

Phone +44 (0) 1926 623063

FAX +44 (0) 1564 711001

Our opening hours are:

                                           Mon   –   Fri
                                           9am   –   6pm   (GMT)

Email Support

General Enquiries           info@sleepbox.co.uk
Sales          sales@sleepbox.co.uk

Airport Division      airport@sleepbox.co.uk
      

Post

All letters will be responded to by 
our Customer Services Department:

                         Sleepbox Ltd
                         Innovation Centre

                         Warwick Technology Park
                         Warwick

                         CV34 6UW
                         United Kingdom
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